LIST OF PIRATES – FOR THE HOST

Expansion Pack #1 (4 females 6 males)
These players can be played in any combination and are all
optional to the game. However, they’ll never know they were
optional during game play as they will have the same materials
as the required players.
EXPANSION PACK #1
MONTBLOG ‘AXE’
HENRY
English Pirate & First
Mate on ‘The Yeti O’
T’ Sea’
Optional Male
DORIS DANGER
Irish Pirate & Second
Mate on ‘The Yeti O’
T’ Sea’
Optional Female

As an English privateer, Montblog was definitely the least aggressive
in the Caribbean Sea! Rumor has it that Montblog once captured a
ship for the sole purpose of seizing the crew's hats...and then
apologized to everyone on the way back to his ship! He gave up his
captain’s hat after his shipwrecked and now he’s the first mate on the
sea’s first co-ed pirate ship. The Yeti O’ T’ Sea pirates are a tight knit
crew known for their eccentricities and strong personalities!
This obnoxiously rude and narcissistic lady pirate is the second mate
of the first and only co-ed pirate ship, The Yeti O’ T’ Sea. Rumor
has it that she is planning a mutiny against her captain. The main
problem with her plans is that hardly any of the crew can stand to be
around her for more than a second…much less would they ever
allow her to be captain! This behind the scenes power struggle might
be the reason for her notoriously foul moods!

Pirate costume. A black
or red bandana tied
around the head and a
fake pirate earring as a
prop. A fake sword or
pirate pistol as another
optional prop.
Pirate costume. A fake
sword as an optional
prop.

Brocade vest with a
First a merchant, then a privateer and now a ruthless pirate of the
button up pirate-style shirt
Caribbean Sea. Disliked by many due to his cruel ways and blatant
underneath. A bandana
disregard of The Pirate Code, Lancilot has got to realize his days are
should be tied around the
numbered. If he weren’t the greatest Helmsman at sea, the captain
head and fake pirate
of The Yeti would have already made this ill-mannered pirate walk
earrings as optional
the plank, for sure!
props.
Optional Male
Runa is the daughter of a Scandinavian King and was set to marry a
RUNA VIGGO
crowned prince of Denmark. To avoid her wedding, she escaped her
Scandinavian Pirate & homeland via a canoe and began her pirate life by raiding houses
Look Out on ‘The
along the shoreline. She was eventually discovered by the lady
Pirate costume. A fake
Raging Cannon’
pirates of The Raging Cannon! She suffers from an extreme
sword and a spy glass as
obsessive-compulsive disorder but is an excellent look out for The
optional props.
Raging Cannon ship. Too bad she wasn’t looking out for this ship
Optional Female
about 5 years ago when attacked by men of the El Lobo Del Mar.
LANCILOT
CABONDISH
English Pirate &
Helmsman on ‘The
Yeti O’ T’ Sea’
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Brocade vest with a
DUGAN VARNEY
button up pirate-style shirt
English Pirate & Look Despite being a hardnosed pirate, Dugan Varney considers himself a
underneath. A bandana
true man of honor and integrity…as far as pirates go, anyway!
Out on ‘The Yeti O’ T’
should be tied around the
Sea’
However, he will be the first one to exploit an opportunity through any
head and fake pirate
loophole there is in any agreement he makes with you.
earrings as optional
Optional Male
props.
Lace-up pirate style
HERMIONE DEVINE
A worthy crewman, Hermione Devine has a zero-tolerance policy for dress, sash type belt and
Irish Pirate & Deck
a matching sash type
nonsense on the ship. She’s a hard-working deck hand but a
Hand on ‘The Raging
head band under a
complete coward when it comes to fighting! During any attack on
Cannon’
feather adorned pirate
The Raging Cannon, this pirate diva seeks shelter in the sleeping
quarters down below!
hat. A fake sword as an
Optional Female
optional prop.
PINTEL
Brocade vest with a
WEATHERBY
Pintel Weatherby is fiercely loyal to his fellow shipmates on The Yeti button up pirate-style shirt
underneath. Random
English Pirate & Third O’ T’ Sea. He’s a collector of many random things from the places
he’s been and often wears a lot of these treasures. Pintel’s a little
‘items’ should be worn in
Mate on ‘The Yeti O’
odd as his favorite thing to do is to sneak down below and watch the
a necklace, beaded in
T’ Sea’
bilge rats fight!
fake dreadlocks, etc. of
‘places you’ve been.’
Optional Male
Brocade vest with a
MOTLEY CAPULET
button up pirate-style shirt
English Pirate & Deck
Motley Capulet is known as a free spirit with a slightly strange but
underneath. A bandana
Hand on ‘The Yeti O’ utterly wise point of view. He’s the accident-prone deck hand on The
should be tied around the
Yeti O’ T’ Sea. Rumor has it that Motley’s picked up a pirate curse at
T’ Sea’
head and fake pirate
some point in his life! No pirate can be that unlucky!
earrings as optional
Optional Male
props.
BLACKHEART
Blackheart Royal was once a hard-working land-lubbing blacksmith A black pirate-style lace
ROYAL
until Cap’n Barnacle Burntbeard gave him an ultimatum of working up shirt, pirate pants and
Spanish Pirate &
on his pirate ship or coming aboard his ship and walking the plank boots. A black bandanna
Prisoner on the ‘El
into a slew of hungry sharks. Blackheart chose the first option and is tied around the head and
Lobo del Mar’
currently being held captive on the El Lobo Del Mar. He is a tad selffake pirate swords as
absorbed and no stranger to mischief.
optional props.
Optional Male
HARA NORRINGTON
Irish Pirate & Deck
Hara Norrington is an ultra-focused and mission-oriented deck hand
Pirate costume. A fake
Hand on ‘The Raging on The Raging Cannon ship. She is one of the youngest and newest
sword and a pistol as
Cannon’
members of this all-female crew but has already sent her share of
optional props.
foes to their fates in Davy Jones Locker!
Optional Female
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